
JURI Report
At the meeting of 15 and 16 June 2015

In June, the Committee on Legal Affairs meeting will begin with an exchange of views with
Benoît Battistelli, the President of the European Patent Office. There will then be a hearing
on the case for European minimum standards for civil procedure. Afterwards, the committee
will consider amendments to the possible extension of geographical indication protection of
the European Union to non-agricultural products, which will be followed by a meeting of the
coordinators.

Early on Tuesday, the committee will meet in camera to verify credentials, deliberate on
disputes involving Parliament, and consider the requests for waiver of the parliamentary
immunity of Sotirios Zarianopoulos, Udo Voigt, Dan Nica and Janusz Korwin-Mikke.
Afterwards, the committee will vote on trade secrets, the trademarks package, the REFIT
programme, the implementation of copyright law and a petition, as well as on legal basis
opinions and codifications. These will be followed by an exchange of views on
single-member private limited liability companies and a consideration of a draft opinion on
the European Citizens’ Initiative.

On Tuesday afternoon, the committee meeting will resume with an exchange of views on
the achievements of the Latvian Presidency and a presentation of the draft European
implementation assessment on copyright.

This will be followed by a consideration of amendments relating to the annual reports
2012-2013 on subsidiarity and proportionality and to the 30th and 31st annual reports on
monitoring the application of EU Law (2012-2013). The committee will hear the rapporteur
report back to the committee on the negotiations on the European Small Claims Procedure
and hold a consideration of the draft opinion on the Digital Single Market Act and of the
draft recommendation on the Budapest Convention on the Contract for the Carriage of
Goods by Inland Waterways.
__________________________________________________________________

PUBLIC HEARING
The case for European minimum standards
for civil procedure

The JURI Committee will hold the hearing on 15 June
2015 from 16:00 to 17:30, in ASP 1G3. The hearing will
consider the convergence of civil procedure in Europe
and the creation of common standards for civil
procedure in EU law. Following the contributions of the
experts, a debate will take place, which will include the
participation of Diana Wallis, President of the European
Law Institute, and Michael Shotter from the European
Commission. Please note that no accreditation can be
provided for this event.
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LEX Signature May 2015

President Martin Schulz, Zanda Kalniņa-Lukaševica, Latvian Parliamentary State Secretary for EU Affairs with
Pavel Svoboda, JURI Committee Chair, and Tadeusz Zwiefka, rapporteur for the adopted text on insolvency
proceedings.
_____________________________________________________________________________________________

CONSIDERATION OF AMENDMENTS
The possible extension of geographical indication protection of the European Union
to non-agricultural products

The Committee will consider the 53
amendments tabled to the draft report by
Virginie Rozière on the Commission’s
Green Paper entitled ‘Making the most
out of Europe’s traditional know-how: a

possible extension of geographical indication protection of the
European Union to non-agricultural products’.

Most of the amendments are in favour of, or accept in principle the
idea of an extension of geographical indications (GIs) to
non-agricultural products on a European level, while making
suggestions concerning the practical realisation of such an extension,
while other amendments raise concerns about specific aspects of a
possible European legislation in this field, or highlight particular
issues for consideration. GIs are indications that identify goods as
originating in a country, region or locality where a particular quality,
reputation or other characteristic of the product is essentially
attributable to its geographical origin. Agricultural products, such as
Prosciutto di Parma, wines (e.g. Bordeaux wine) and spirits are already
covered by European law, but non-agricultural products, such Vetro di Murano glass are only protected by
national law. They are covered by the TRIPS agreement, though.

While connected to a territory, a GI can also highlight a product’s specific qualities that are due to human
factors, such as specific manufacturing skills and traditions. The draft report emphasises that GIs is a field of
potential strength for Europe, as the Union is rich in such products and producers. The draft report and many
amendments underline that these are not only important to the cultural heritage of Europe and to the
cultural and creative economy, but also have a considerable economic potential, if they are developed under
the right conditions.

Procedure: 2015/2053 (INI)

Basic doc: COM (2014) 469 final

Legal basis:  Rule 52

Rapporteur:  Virginie Rozière

Administrator: Kjell Sevón

Opinion giving committee: INTA,
IMCO, CULT

PRELIMINARY TIMETABLE

Presentation of working
document: 20.01.2015

Draft report: 06.05.2015

Consideration of AMs: 15.06.2015

Adoption JURI: 13.07.2015

Adoption Plenary: 7-10.09.2015
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EXCHANGE OF VIEWS
President of the European Patent Office, Benoît Batistelli

On 4 and 5 May 2015, a delegation of the
Committee on Legal Affairs consisting of its
chairman Pavel Svoboda, Constance Le Grip and
Angelika Niebler, visited the European Patent
Office (EPO) headquarters in Munich. Following
this productive visit, the Committee on Legal
Affairs decided to invite the President of the
European Patent Office, Benoît Battistelli, to its
Committee meeting of 15 June 2015. At this
meeting, Members will hold an exchange of

views with Mr Battistelli and his staff on matters including the European patent with unitary effect (EPUE) and
on applicable language arrangements. In light of the current discussions on TTIP, and following the recent
CJEU’s rulings concerning the ‘unitary patent package’, the proposed exchange of views is of crucial
importance.

On 5 May 2015 the CJEU dismissed the actions for annulment brought by Spain against Regulation (EU)
No 1257/2012 of the European Parliament and of the Council of 17 December 2012 implementing enhanced
cooperation in the area of the creation of unitary patent protection and against Council Regulation (EU)
No 1260/2012 of 17 December 2012 implementing enhanced cooperation in the area of the creation of
unitary patent protection with regard to the applicable language arrangements. The significance of these
judgments is that they confirm the validity of the ‘unitary patent package’ and pave the way for the
implementation of the Unitary Patent Court (UPC).

The European Patent Organisation (EPOrg) is an intergovernmental organisation that was set up on
7 October 1977 on the basis of the European Patent Convention (EPC) signed in Munich in 1973. EPOrg
currently counts 38 countries as members and encompasses two bodies, the European Patent Office and the
Administrative Council, which supervises the Office’s activities

.
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VOTES

ADOPTION OF A DRAFT REPORT
Protection of undisclosed know-how and business information (trade secrets)
against their unlawful acquisition, use and disclosure

Broadly speaking, any confidential business information which provides
an enterprise with a competitive advantage may be considered a trade
secret. Trade secrets encompass manufacturing or industrial secrets and
commercial secrets. The unauthorised use of such information by persons
other than the holder is regarded as unfair practice and a violation of the
trade secret. Depending on the legal system, the protection of trade
secrets forms part of the general concept of protection against unfair
competition or else it is based on specific provisions or case law on the

protection of confidential information. Some Member States do not have specific laws on the matter.

Unlike patented inventions or novels protected by copyright, the holder of a trade secret is not the owner
of an exclusive right over its creation. Competitors and other third parties may therefore discover, develop
and freely use the same formula. Trade secrets are only legally
protected in instances where someone has obtained the
confidential information by illegitimate means (for example
through theft or bribery).

Trade secrets are therefore substantially different from IPRs,
which confer exclusivity. Nevertheless, they need to be protected
for the same reasons that IPRs exist: to incentivise innovation by
ensuring that creators are in a position to be rewarded for their
efforts.

The Commission proposal introduces a common definition of
trade secrets and a means through which the victims of trade
secret misappropriation can obtain redress. It seeks to make it
easier for national courts to deal with the misappropriation of
confidential business information, to remove products that
infringe trade secrets from the market, and to make it easier for
victims to obtain damages for illegal actions.

On 26 May 2014, the Council adopted a general approach which
is generally in agreement with that of the Commission. However,
the Council has also proposed amendments to the directive, the
main ones being the following:

 a limitation period of six years for any claims or actions (the Commission proposed two years);

 possibility of Member States providing greater protection for trade secrets than that set out in the
directive;

 removal of the requirement for a trade secret holder to show that an alleged infringer had acted
‘intentionally’ or with ‘gross negligence’, which may make it easier for trade secret holders to
prove infringement;

 measures, procedures and remedies to be made available to ensure civil redress against the
disclosure of trade secrets;

 a new regime for employees which restricts their liability for damages towards employers when
disclosing trade secrets if acting without intent; and

Procedure: 2013/0402 (COD)

Basic doc: COM (2013) 0813

Legal basis: 114 TFEU

Rapporteur: Constance Le Grip
(EPP)

Administrator:Leticia Zuleta de
Reales

Opinion giving committee:
ITRE/IMCO

PRELIMINARY TIMETABLE

Exchange of views: 13.10.14 and
11.11.14

Pres Draft report: 23.03.15

Deadline for amend: 26.03.15

Consideration of AMs: 16.04.15

Adoption JURI: 16.06.15
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Procedure: 2013/0088(COD)

2013/0089(COD)

Basic doc: COM(2013)0161;
COM(2013)0162

Legal basis: Article(s) 118(1) and
Article(t) 114 (1) TFEU

Rapporteur for opinion: Cecilia
Wikström

Administrator: Magnus Nordanskog

 retaining confidentiality in the course of legal proceedings, whilst ensuring that the rights of the
parties involved in trade secret litigation are not undermined.

At the meeting of 13 October 2014, the Commission presented its proposal. On 20 January 2015, the
Committee held a public hearing on ‘Protecting trade secrets’.

The rapporteur, Constance Le Grip, presented her draft report on 23 March 2015. The rapporteur does not
wish to introduce fundamental changes into the Commission proposal. She has sought primarily to clarify
certain aspects, such as the definition of trade secrets, while trying to ensure a maximum level of
harmonisation. She has also tried to strike the right balance between the need to protect businesses from
unfair commercial practices and respect for freedom of expression. As regards procedural aspects, while
recognising the importance of the secrecy of proceedings, she has introduced a number of amendments
aimed at protecting the right to a fair trial and the principle of an adversarial process.

304 amendments have been tabled to the Commission proposal, in addition to the 37 amendments tabled
by the rapporteur. The Committee will examine them at this meeting.

________________________________________________________________________________________________

CONSIDERATION BY COMMITTEE
Agreement on the Trademarks Package

On 27 March 2013, the Commission presented the long-awaited
trademark package, consisting of two legislative proposals (a suggested
revision of the Community Trade Mark Regulation and a recast of the
Trade Mark Directive) and a proposal for an implementing act to revise
the Commission Regulation on the fees payable to the Office for
Harmonisation in the Internal Market (OHIM) the European Union’s
intellectual property agency based in Alicante.

The overall objective of the package was to implement a well-targeted
modernisation of registration systems all over the EU in order to make
trademark protection cheaper, quicker, more reliable and predictable.

To achieve this, the Commission’s suggestions included introducing a principle of ‘one-class-per-fee’ that
would apply both at European and at national level, enhanced cooperation between OHIM and national
trademark offices, and further harmonisation of national
procedures. Since the line taken by the rapporteur was to
include the proposed provisions in the draft implementing acts
on the fee structure directly in the regulation, the Commission
announced that it would not move forward on that draft in the
relevant comitology committee.

At the JURI meeting of 29 May 2013, the Commission introduced
its proposals, and a first exchange of views was held, focusing
primarily on the rapporteur’s suggested timetable and the
procedure for drawing up the report. At the meeting of 19 June
2013, the committee held an exchange of views on the
substantive aspects of the proposals. A mini-hearing was held at
the meeting of 8 July 2013, at which the committee heard representatives of Member States, OHIM and
trademark users. The rapporteur introduced her draft reports at the meeting of 17 September 2013, and the
reports were considered for a second time at the meeting of 14 October 2013, at which time the committee
also adopted an opinion on the provisions on delegated acts in the regulation. At the meeting of 4
November 2013, the committee considered the amendments tabled by Members to the draft reports and
voted on an opinion on the proposed recast of the directive. The final reports, together with a negotiating
mandate, were adopted at the meeting of 17 December 2013, with the hope that negotiations with the
Council and Commission would start in early 2014.
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Procedure: 2014/2150(INI)

Basic doc: COM(2014)0368

Rapporteur: Sylvia-Yvonne
Kaufmann

Administrator: Magnus
Nordanskog

PRELIMINARY TIMETABLE

Exchange of views:
23 February

Consideration of draft
opinion: 23 March

Deadline for amendments:
30 April, at 12.00

Vote in JURI: 16 June

Plenary: 7-9 July

When it became clear in early 2014 that the Council would not be ready to start negotiations with a view to
concluding them before the end of the seventh legislative term, Parliament adopted its first reading position
on the two files on 25 February 2014.

Two trilogue meetings were held during the Italian Presidency in the second half of 2014 and two trilogues
have been held under the current Latvian Presidency - the fifth Council Presidency to deal with the
trademark package. An overall political agreement on the package was reached at the final trilogue held on
21 April 2015.

The main points for discussion at political level have been questions relating to the effects of trademark law
on private importations of small consignments, the transit of goods in the EU (in particular generic
medicines), the limitations of the effect of EU trademarks (for instance relating to fundamental rights), the
change of the name of OHIM to ‘the European Union Intellectual Property Office’ and governance questions
relating to the Office, the cooperation between the Office and national intellectual property offices, the use
of financial resources (in particular the future fee structure and the Agency’s considerable surplus) and the
general approach to the Commission’s suggestion to include 63 different delegations of legislative power in
the proposal for a Regulation.

At the meeting in May 2015, Ms Wikström reported back to the committee on the results of the
negotiations. Since then, some additional drafting at technical level has taken place, relating primarily to
provisions on delegated and implementing acts, including general fine-tuning of the texts.

At this meeting, the Committee will vote on whether to endorse the agreed texts of the regulation and
directive and whether to send a draft letter to Coreper on an early second reading agreement.

________________________________________________________________________________________________

ADOPTION OF A DRAFT REPORT
Regulatory Fitness and Performance Programme (REFIT): State of Play and Outlook

On 18 June 2014, the former Commission presented a communication
entitled ‘Regulatory Fitness and Performance Programme (REFIT): State
of Play and Outlook’, a follow-up on its first report on REFIT from
October 2013, which was the subject of Parliament’s report on better
law-making of 4 February 2014. The REFIT programme aims to cut red
tape, remove regulatory burdens, simplify and improve the design and
quality of legislation, so that the
policy objectives are achieved and
the benefits of EU legislation are
enjoyed at the lowest cost and with

a minimum administrative burden, fully respecting the Treaties,
particularly the principles of subsidiarity and proportionality. Under
REFIT, the Commission is screening the entire stock of EU legislation on
an ongoing and systematic basis to identify burdens, inconsistencies and
ineffective measures and identified corrective actions.

The new Commission has announced that it will have a strong focus on
the portfolio on Better Regulation, not least by entrusting its First
Vice-President, Frans Timmermans, with the overall responsibility for this
subject, and by appointing Edmund Stoiber and Enzo Moavero Milanesi
as Special Advisors to the Commission on Better Regulation. Mr
Timmermans furthermore presented a ‘better regulation package’ on 19
May 2015, which updates the actions announced in the 2014 REFIT in
order to take account of the priorities of the new Commission, its work
programme for 2015 and the upcoming renegotiation of the 2003
Interinstitutional Agreement (IIA) on Better Law-making.
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Procedure: 2014/2256(INI)

Basic doc: Directive
2001/29/EC

Legal basis: Articles 47(2), 55
and 95 ECT

Rapporteur: Julia Reda

Administrator: Magnus
Nordanskog

PRELIMINARY TIMETABLE

Presentation of draft report:
20/01/2015

Continued consideration of
draft report: 23/02/2005

Deadline for AMs:
03/03/2015, at 12.00

Consideration of AMs:
24/03/2015

Vote in JURI: 16/06/2015

Plenary: 06/07/2015

At its meeting on 20 January 2015, the committee held an exchange of views with Mr Timmermans and held
a first exchange of views on this dossier during which the rapporteur, Mrs Sylvia-Yvonne Kaufmann, outlined
her ideas for the drawing up of the report.

In the draft report, Mrs Kaufmann welcomed the renewed support announced by the Commission for the
better regulation agenda, which she believes sends a strong political signal to EU citizens who perceive the
EU as being too bureaucratic. It is important to keep up this momentum and to ensure that a solid new IIA
can be agreed by the institutions in which Parliament’s views and concerns are effectively taken on board.
The Commission must also be encouraged to persevere in its effort to create jobs through the reduction of
regulatory and administrative burdens, and ensure that the public interest objectives, including
consumer-friendly, environmental, social, health and safety-related standards as well as the standards for
equality between men and women, are not endangered. The dialogue with citizens, social partners and other
stakeholders and civil society helps to ensure that EU legislation is transparent, targeted and coherent.

The main issues dealt with in the draft report furthermore include stakeholder consultations, impact
assessments and European added value, SMEs and the Think Small First principle, ex-post evaluations of
legislation and the implementation of EU legislation by Member States, in particular measures to counter the
practice of gold plating whereby an additional administrative burden is created.

One of the main points raised in the draft report concerns the huge number of withdrawals of legislative
proposals in the Commission’s work programme for 2015 which were made with reference to the so-called
‘principle of political discontinuity’ and the fact that the Commission estimated that agreements on those
proposals would not be possible in the Council. The rapporteur believes that Parliament ought to send a
strong message to the Commission to not take any action in connection with the work programme which
could jeopardize the political trust between the institutions, in particular if taken under the umbrella of
simplification and better regulation.

Mrs Kaufmann presented her draft report at the meeting on 23 March 2015. The 228 amendments tabled to
the draft report, together with the three opinions from other committees, have been the subject of
discussions between the group, and a number of compromises have been elaborated.

At this meeting, the Committee will vote.

________________________________________________________________________________________________

ADOPTION OF A DRAFT REPORT
The implementation of Directive 2001/29/EC of 22 May
2001 on the harmonisation of certain aspects of copyright
and related rights in the information society

In the ‘Political Guidelines for the next
European Commission’, presented by the
then President-designate Jean-Claude
Juncker on 15 July 2014, the reform of
copyright in Europe as part of the
setting-up of the Digital Single Market was
presented as one the top ten priorities of
the Commission.

In view of this, and since intellectual property law is one of the main
competences of the Committee on Legal Affairs, the Committee has set up
a working group on IPR and copyright reform, which comprises members
and staff of JURI and other relevant committees.

This group meets about once a month in order to hear invited experts
from, in particular, academia, civil society and other interested
stakeholders, and to discuss particular subject areas relevant to IPR and
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copyright reform, with a view to drawing up working documents aimed at assisting Members in assessing
and working with upcoming Commission proposals and activities in this area. To launch this working group,
the Committee held a public hearing in Brussels on 11 November 2014 on the future of copyright in Europe,
in cooperation with the Committee on Culture and Education.

At the first meeting of the working group in December 2014, an exchange was held with Mr Oettinger, the
Commissioner responsible for copyright. He announced that the Commission will present a legislative
proposal on European copyright during 2015 and that he stands ready to work together with Parliament on
this. The Committee will therefore attempt to do its own analytical work in parallel with the Commission
during the preparatory work for its upcoming proposals, in particular by conducting its own better
regulation activities, this being another focus of the new Commission.

The first step is the drawing up of an implementation report on the main piece of current legislation in the
area of copyright in Europe, namely Directive 2001/29/EC on the harmonisation of certain aspects of
copyright and related rights in the information society, the so-called InfoSoc Directive. This report will be
accompanied by an ex post impact assessment commissioned by the committee from the European
Parliamentary Research Service (EPRS), the progress of which will be presented at this meeting. The final
study is scheduled for July 2015.

The results of the implementation report will possibly be followed up with other better regulation activities
in JURI, such as public consultations and an ex ante impact assessment of the resulting suggestions for
policy options with regard to reforming copyright in Europe, all in anticipation of the parallel activities of the
Commission in view of its upcoming proposal, now expected to be presented towards the end of the year.

A first exchange of views on this dossier was held at the JURI meeting in December 2014 and the rapporteur,
Julia Reda, presented her draft report at the meeting in January 2015. A second consideration of the draft
report was held at the meeting in February 2015. At the meeting on 24 March, the Committee considered
the 556 amendments tabled to the draft report. A presentation was also held at the meeting in May 2015 by
Farida Shaheed, the United Nations Human Rights Council Special Rapporteur in the field of cultural rights.

A number of shadow meetings have since been held in order to work out compromise amendments.

At this meeting, the committee will vote.

________________________________________________________________________________________________

ADOPTION OF A DRAFT OPINION IN LETTER FORM
Protecting against the effects of the extra-territorial
application of legislation adopted by a third country and
actions based thereon or resulting therefrom (recast)

By a letter of 19 May 2015 the Committee on International Trade asked the
Committee on Legal Affairs, pursuant to Rule 39 of the Rules of Procedure, to

provide an opinion on the appropriateness of the legal bases of this
proposal.

The proposal was presented by the Commission on the basis of Articles
64, 207(2) and 352 TFEU (the so-called ‘flexibility clause’).

The Committee on International Trade is particularly interested in the
Committee on Legal Affairs’ opinion as to whether recourse to Article
352 TFEU is justified in the instant case, and whether Article 64 TFEU in
its entirety is needed as a legal basis for the proposal or reference to
paragraph 2 of that Article 64 would suffice. At this meeting, the
Committee will vote on an opinion for the Committee on International
Trade.

Procedure: 2015/0027 (COD)

Basic doc: COM(2015)0048

Rapporteur: Heidi Hautala

Administrator: Francisco
Manuel Ruiz-Risueno

PRELIMINARY TIMETABLE

Adoption JURI: 16.06.2015
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Procedure: JURI/8/00431

Basic doc: 2014/0120 (COD)

Legal basis: Article 50(2)(f) TFEU

Rapporteur: Luis De Grandes
Pascual

Administrator: Leticia Zuleta de
Reales Ansaldo

Committees for opinion: EMPL,
IMCO

PRELIMINARY TIMETABLE

Exchange of views: 02.12.2014

Presentation of a working
document: 23-24.2.15

Exchange of views: 16.06.2015

Proposal for a directive of the European Parliament and of the Council on seafarers
amending Directives 2008/94/EC, 2009/38/EC, 2002/14/EC, 98/59/EC and
2001/23/EC

By letter of 20 May 2015, the Committee on Employment and Social
Affairs asked the Committee on Legal Affairs, pursuant to Rule 39(2) of
the Rules of Procedure, to provide an opinion on the appropriateness of
the legal basis for the above-mentioned proposal.

The initial legal basis proposed by the Commission was Article 153(2) of
the Treaty on the Functioning of the European Union (TFEU), which
relates to the adoption of measures by the European Parliament and the
Council in order to promote employment, improved living and working
conditions, proper social protection, dialogue between management and
labour, the development of human resources with a view to lasting high
employment and the combating of exclusion in the Member States.

The final compromise text agreed between the institutions purports to modify the legal basis of the proposal,
with the aim of specifying it, to Article 153(2)(b) TFEU, which relates to the adoption of minimum
requirements for gradual implementation by means of directives in accordance with the ordinary legislative
procedure, in conjunction with Article 153(1)(b) and (e) TFEU regarding Union support and completion of
Member States' activities in the fields of working conditions and of the information and consultation of
workers.

At this meeting, the committee will consider the legal basis and vote on an opinion.

________________________________________________________________________________________________

EXCHANGE OF VIEWS
Single-member private limited liability companies

On 9 April 2014, the Commission put forward a proposal for a directive
with a view to making it easier and less costly to set up companies
across the EU. In particular, it aims to encourage SMEs, including
individual entrepreneurs, to carry out their activities in other Member
States.

The proposed directive would
provide an EU-wide set of
harmonised rules for

single-member private limited liability companies. It would establish,
in each Member State, a national company law form called SUP
(‘Societas Unius Personae’) with the same requirements across the EU
as regards:

• registration (possibility of completing the whole registration
process electronically);

• uniform template of articles of association;

• minimum capital requirement of EUR 1.

On 2 December 2014, the Commission presented its proposal and the
committee held its first exchange of views. After listening to the
different points of view expressed by Members at that meeting, the
rapporteur decided that further reflection on the file was needed.

On 24 February 2015, the rapporteur presented a working document,

Procedure: 2013/0390(COD)

Rapporteur: Heidi Hautala

Administrator: Zampia
Vernadaki

PRELIMINARY TIMETABLE

Adoption JURI: 16.06.2015
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Procedure: 2014/2257(INI)

Basic doc: COM(2015)0145

Rapporteur for opinion:
Sylvia-Yvonne Kaufmann

Rapporteur in AFCO: György
Schöpflin

Administrator: Magnus
Nordanskog

PRELIMINARY TIMETABLE

Exchange of views: 7 May 2015

Consideration of draft opinion:
15-16 June

Deadline for amendments: 23
June, at 12.00

Vote in JURI: July

Adoption in AFCO: September

which explored the different issues at stake, specially the most controversial ones, and suggested possible
compromise solutions aimed at achieving the necessary reduction of the administrative burden and costs for
Union companies, while at the same time preserving the necessary legal safeguards.

Following the adoption by the Council of a general approach at the competitiveness Council of 27 May 2015,
the committee will hold a second exchange of views.

________________________________________________________________________________________________

EXCHANGE OF VIEWS
Stock taking of the Latvian Presidency

On 16 June 2015, from 15.00 to 16.00, the Committee on Legal Affairs will have the
honour of welcoming Dzintars Rasnačs, the Minister of Justice of the Republic of
Latvia. The Minister will present the conclusions of the Latvian Presidency of the
Council of the European Union.

The Latvian Presidency has focused on
three overarching priorities:

Competitive Europe, Digital Europe and Engaged Europe. The
exchange of views will assess how those priorities have been
met and how the Latvian Presidency has succeeded in
facilitating the achievement of the ambitions set out in the
June 2014 European Council Strategic Agenda for the Union
in Times of Change.

Latvia’s first Presidency of the Council of the European Union will end on 30 June 2015 and Luxembourg is
scheduled to take over its work on 1 July 2015.

________________________________________________________________________________________________

CONSIDERATION OF DRAFT OPINION
European Citizens' Initiative

The European Citizens’ Initiative was introduced by the Lisbon Treaty,
and the practical rules and procedures were set out in Regulation (EU)
No 211/2011, which came into force on 1 April 2012.

The Regulation foresees that by 1 April 2015 and every three years
thereafter the Commission will present a report on its application.

The Commission presented this report concerning application on 31
March 2015. On 19 March 2015, the Constitutional Affairs Committee
considered a draft report on the subject.

At its meeting on 7 May 2015, the rapporteur for opinion, Mrs
Sylvia-Yvonne Kaufmann, presented her suggested approach to this
dossier.

At this meeting, the rapporteur will present her draft opinion followed
by a debate.
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PRESENTATION OF A STUDY - EX POST IMPACT ASSESSMENT OF THE
INFOSOC DIRECTIVE
On Tuesday, 16 June 2015 the European Parliament Research Service (EPRS)
will present the draft study on the implementation, application and effects of
Directive 2001/29/EC on the harmonisation of certain aspects of copyright and
related rights in the information society and of its related instruments.

The objective of this ex post impact assessment is to provide a comprehensive
evaluation of the InfoSoc Directive and of relevant provisions included in other
legislation and to analyse the gaps that recent legislation is trying to bridge.

In addition to this ex post study, three draft briefing papers dealing with policy options will also be
presented at the meeting, each of them dealing with a specific issue:

1) The internal market aspects of EU copyright: The added value and options for improving the functioning
and efficiency of the single Market in the field of copyright;

2) The industry and industrial relations aspects of copyright: The added value and options for improving
enforcement and fair remuneration/compensation in the EU copyright system;

3) The legal aspects of copyright: The added value and options for further harmonisation and efficiency of
the EU copyright regime, including the projected impact on other policy areas.

The study and the briefing papers were all commissioned from DG EPRS by the JURI Committee in October
2014 and are due to be published together in July 2015 as a ‘European Implementation Assessment’ on EU
Copyright.

The draft study and briefing papers will be presented to the JURI Committee by the external experts
involved.

________________________________________________________________________________________________

CONSIDERATION OF AMENDMENTS
Annual reports 2012-2013 on subsidiarity and proportionality

The draft report on the annual reports from the
Commission on the application of the
principles of subsidiarity and proportionality in
2012 and 2013 received 38 amendments tabled
by Members of JURI. The amendments do not
question the importance of the principles but

do not necessarily share all the concerns of the rapporteur as regards
weaknesses in the present arrangements for implementing the
requirements of Article 5 TFEU and Protocol No 2, emphasising, for
instance that national parliaments also can defend subsidiarity and
proportionality through their governments representatives in the
Council of Ministers.

Some amendments also appear to be critical of certain proposals in
the draft report, such as the rapporteur’s recommendation to
consider the introduction of a ‘green card’, which would afford
national parliaments the opportunity to propose the introduction,
amendment or repeal of Union legislation, or his recommendation to
extend the period for consultation of national parliaments under the
subsidiarity check contained in Protocol 2, which the rapporteur
considers could be achieved through a political agreement by the

Procedure: 2014/2252(INI)

Basic doc: COM(2014)566,
COM(2014)506

Legal basis: Article 9 of Prot. No 2

Rapporteur: Sajjad Karim

Administrator: Kjell Sevón

Opinion giving committee:  AFET,
DEVE, INTA, BUDG, CONT, ECON,
EMPL, ENVI, ITRE, IMCO, TRAN,
REGI, AGRI, PECH, CULT, LIBE, AFCO,
FEMM, PETI

PRELIMINARY TIMETABLE

Exchange of views: 23.02.2015

Draft report: 7.05.2015

Consideration of AMs: 16.06.2015

Adoption JURI: 13.07.2015

Adoption PLENARY: 7-10.09.2015
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institutions and the national parliaments, rather than a change to the Protocol.

According to the principle of subsidiarity, in areas which do not fall within the exclusive competences of the
Union, action shall be taken only if and in so far as the objectives of the proposed action cannot be achieved
by the Member States (centrally, regionally or locally), whereas the principle of proportionality, which applies
to all EU action, requires that the Union, when acting, does not exceed what is necessary for achieving the
objectives of the Treaties.
________________________________________________________________________________________________

CONSIDERATION OF AMENDMENTS
30th and 31st annual reports on monitoring the application of EU Law (2012-2013)

After the presentation by the rapporteur of his draft report on the annual reports
from the Commission on the monitoring of the application of EU law (2012 and
2013) in the last meeting, the Committee will consider the 60 amendments tabled
by Members. Most amendments appear
to share the view expressed in the draft
report that effective application of EU law

is essential if the European Union is to meet its political objectives
and that ultimately it is a question of respecting the principle of the
rule of law. Like the draft report, many amendments underline the
need for Member States and the Commission to fulfil their
respective duties and responsibilities in this respect.

However, there appears to be slightly less unanimous support for
the conclusions in the draft report which express concern about the
effects of austerity measures on the capacity of Member States’
administration and judiciary to assume their responsibility to
implement EU law correctly, or when it points out that some
policies imposed on Member States, such as privatisation of public
assets, appear to be in violation of the Treaties, or when the
rapporteur raises particular concerns about the ‘Memoranda of
Understanding’ which establish economic adjustment programmes,
as these according to him have required Member States to act in
contravention of their obligations to respect fundamental rights.

________________________________________________________________________________________________
REPORT BACK TO COMMITTEE

Revision of the European Small Claims Procedure

At this meeting, the rapporteur, Lidia
Joanna Geringer de Oedenberg, will
report back to committee on the
progress made in trilogues so far.

The purpose of the Commission’s
initiative is to make various changes to

the small claims procedure, which is particularly valuable to
citizens and small and medium-sized businesses. In particular, the
aim is to increase the threshold for the small claims procedure, by
simplifying a larger number of cases.

Another important part of the proposal aims to encourage
electronic communication between the court and the parties in

Procedure: 2014/2253(INI)

Basic doc: COM(2013)726,
COM(2014)612

Legal basis: Rule 52

Rapporteur: Kostas Chrysogonos

Administrator: Kjell Sevón

Opinion giving committee: ENVI,
AFCO, PETI

PRELIMINARY TIMETABLE

Exchange of views: 23.02.2015

Presentation of draft: 7.05.2015

Consideration of AMs: 16.06.2015

Adoption JURI: 13.07.2015

Adoption PLENARY: 7-10.09.2015

Procedure: 2013/0403(COD)

Basic doc: COM(2013)794

Legal basis: Article 81(1) TFEU

Rapporteur: Lidia Joanna Geringer de
Oedenberg

Administrator: Alexander Keys

PRELIMINARY TIMETABLE

Exchange of views: 24.09.2014

Presentation of draft report:
11.11.2014

Deadline for amendments:
27.11.2014

Debate on amendments: 20.01.2015

Vote in JURI: 16.04.2015

Trilogues are currently underway.
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order to accelerate proceedings. The Commission also wants to encourage the holding of hearings by
video-conference, thus reducing travel expenses for the parties.

The adopted report is broadly supportive of the aims of the Commission proposal, approving most major
changes. However, the rapporteur also suggests making some changes in order to make the procedure more
citizen-friendly, but also to give courts greater latitude to decide on the procedure.

In April, the report was adopted together with a negotiating mandate. Two trilogues have taken place so far..

________________________________________________________________________________________________

EXCHANGE OF VIEWS
Towards a Connected Digital Single Market Act

At this meeting, the Committee on Legal Affairs will have a first exchange
of views on the Digital Single Market Strategy for Europe (presented by
the Commission on 6 May) in view of an opinion to be drafted under the
guidance of Angel Dzhambazki (ECR) as the rapporteur.

The Committee will focus on the areas falling within JURI’s exclusive
competence, and more particularly intellectual property law (including
copyright law), civil and commercial law (including contract law) and
company law (e.g. the interconnection of business registers).

The Digital Single Market Strategy underlines the necessity for better online access for consumers and
businesses across Europe and calls for the removal of barriers to cross-border online activity including
differences in contract and copyright law between Member States. The strategy seeks the harmonisation of
EU rules for online purchases of digital content and to allow traders to rely on their national laws based on a
focused set of key mandatory EU contractual rights for domestic and cross-border online sales of tangible
goods. The strategy also emphasises the need to prevent unjustified geo-blocking and to provide better
access to digital content by creating a modern and more harmonised copyright framework

________________________________________________________________________________________________

CONSIDERATION OF A DRAFT RECOMMENDATION
Budapest Convention (Belgium, Poland, Austria)

At this meeting, the rapporteur, Pavel Svoboda, will present his
draft recommendation proposing that Parliament should consent
to the accession to, or ratification of, the Budapest Convention by
three Member States. The deadline for tabling amendments is to
be set on 23 June 2015.

The Budapest Convention on the Contract for the Carriage of
Goods by Inland Waterways contributes to the internal market in
the field of transport by harmonising contracts and inland
navigation standards across Europe.

Article 29 of the Budapest Convention contains provisions on the governing law agreed by the parties to a
contract of carriage falling under the convention. Those provisions affect the rules laid down in the Rome I
Regulation (Regulation (EC) No 593/2008 on the law applicable to contractual obligations).

The Budapest Convention is thus an agreement that falls partly under exclusive European Union
competence. However, the convention does not provide for the possibility for the Union to become a
party. Nevertheless, Member States cannot ratify or accede to it without authorisation by the Union
(Article 2(1) TFEU).
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In this case, the Union’s exclusive competence is limited to a
single provision, and an authorisation given to individual
Member States would not have a negative effect on the
implementation of the Union’s external policy on judicial
cooperation in civil and commercial matters. The draft decision
therefore authorises Belgium and Poland to ratify, and Austria
to accede to, the Budapest Convention.

_____________________________________________________________________________________________

IN CAMERA

VERIFICATION OF CREDENTIALS (RULE 3)
The President has announced to plenary that the competent national authorities
have given notice of the appointment of the following as Member(s) of the
European Parliament, with effect from the dates shown below:

 Ms Pirkko RUOHONEN-LERNER (to replace Mr Sampo TERHO), as from 27
April 2015;

In accordance with Rule 3 of the Rules of Procedure, on the basis of a
report by the JURI Committee, Parliament will verify the credentials
without delay and rule on the validity of the mandate of each of its newly
elected Members. Parliament will also rule on any dispute referred to it
pursuant to the provisions of the Act of 20 September 1976, except those
based on national electoral laws.

It is not possible to confirm the validity of the mandate of a Member
unless the written declarations required on the basis of Article 7 of the
Act of 20 September 1976 and Annex I to the Rules have been made.
Until such time as a Member’s credentials have been verified or a ruling
has been given on any dispute, the Member will take his or her seat in
Parliament and in its bodies and enjoy all the rights attaching thereto.

*****

Term of office

The following Member notified the President of her intention to resign her seat as Member of the
European Parliament, with effect from the date shown below:

 Ms Marit PAULSEN, as from 30 September 2015.

Pursuant Rule 4 of the Rules of Procedure, the Committee on Legal Affairs has to determine whether this
resignation is in accordance with the spirit or the letter of the Act of 20 September 1976.

Legal basis: Rule 3 RoP

Rapporteur: Pavel Svoboda

Administrator: Andrea
Scrimali

PRELIMINARY TIMETABLE

Exchange of views:
16.06.2015

Adoption JURI:

16.06.2015

Procedure: 2014/0345(NLE)

Basic doc: 8223/15

Legal basis: Articles 81(2)(c) and
218(6), second subparagraph, (a)(v)
TFEU

Rapporteur: Pavel Svoboda

Administrator: Alexander Keys

PRELIMINARY TIMETABLE

Presentation of draft recommendation:
16.06.2015

Deadline for AM: 23.06.2015

Adoption JURI: 14.07.2015
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On 17 June 2015 the Committee on Legal Affairs will hold a Workshop on Civil Judicial Experts in the EU.
Despite the emergence of judicial cooperation in civil matters making it easier to handle cross border
litigation, national rules governing judicial technical expertise vary considerably within the EU. Practical and
legal problems can arise when experts are called to conduct their expertise differently according to their
Member State's legislation, including problems relating to procedural aspects. The question of the
approximation of the rules on judicial exerts and the relevance of other solutions such as the introduction of
an EU list of judicial experts or the creation of a specific status of expert generally recognised in the EU is
therefore raised.

Against this background, the workshop will bring together Members of the European Parliament and a
number of experts, practitioners and academics with a view to discussing about the differences between
national rules on judicial technical expertise, the difficulties in cross-border situations and possible ways of
addressing them.

The workshop is organised by DG IPOL's Policy Department C from 09:00 to 12:30 in ASP 1G2, European
Parliament, Brussels.

Click here for the Workshop Programme

http://www.polcms.europarl.europa.eu/cmsdata/upload/0ea9b5ff-f06f-488c-9f36-c8aa13716d24/Workshop_CivilJudExpEU_Programme.pdf

